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Preface
The work described in this report was pi•rformed by the Engineering
Mechanics Division of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. Revision I was initiated
to update time estimates. These time estimate changes are reflected ir. Fig. 1,
Page 7. Also, various typographical errors have been corrected.
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Abstract
The matrix manipulations required for common structural analysis problems
are developed, the control cards that direct the Structural Analysis and Matrix
Interpretive System to perform these operations are listed, the. required data
are described, and a sample problem is given.
E
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Application of Structural Analysis and Matrix Interpretive System
I. Introduction
A. Purpose and Orientation
This report provides for the utilization of the Structural
Analysis and Matrix Interpretive System (SAAIIS) (Refs.
1-3) in three ways. First, the report may be used as a
training aid for analysts interested in learning to use
SAMIS. Second, the report will allow the use of SAMIS
on t5pical structural analysis problems without the analyst
being overwhelmed by the intricacies and generalities
of SAWS. For this second use, only Sections III and IV
are of interest. Third, the use of the standard set of
control cards (listed in this report) on problems within
their limitations will eliminate the time-consuming effort
and errors typically encountered in setting up special,
efficient sets for SAMIS.
It is the intention of the author to revise this report
%N h(uever radical changes are made in SAMIS which
would allow either greater efficiency with it modified set
of control cards or simpler input.
B. Type of Problem Solved
SA\IIS, in conjunction with the listed control cards
and the required data, will perform linear static analysis
and calculate normal modes of most frame structures.
Displacements, reactions, frequencies, generalized
weights, generalized stiffnesses, and member internal
forces are generated for structures loaded by concen-
trated loads, reaction displacement, loads equal to the
product of gridpoint weights and accelerations in g
defined by the acceleration of the restraints, or undamped
normal modes. For simplicity, only line elements are
considered in this report.
In addition to the problems described, many other
options of the basic SAMIS program can be used with
the listed control cards. These options will be listed in
Section V, but the details are not included since the
extensions are not within the scope of this report.
II. Mathematics
A. Method
The method used is generally referred to as the stiff-
ness method. Numerical manipulations are performed by
SANIIS under the control of pscudoinstructions (control
cards directing subprograms of SANIIS to perform
specific operations) listed in this report. The pseudo-
instructions, with one exception, represent operations
performed on matrices. The exception is the structural
modeling pscudoinstruction, .which generates stiffness
and internal force coefficient matrices from geometric
and material properties of structural elements. The initial
matrices defining the mathematical model of the struc-
ture and the boundary conditions are inputs or are gen-
erated by the structural modeling pscudoinstruction.
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S. Development of Method
The method of computation for static or psenclostatic
analysis uul generation of normal modes will he devel-
oped in matrix notation. Notation is defined in Table 1
or within the text.
/. Static and pseudostatic analysis. The equilibrium
cyUation in matrix notation is:
ku – f
This equation relating stiffness k, displacement u, and
force f, is egaally applicable to the equilibrium of a
single structural element or the composite of all the
elements. The stiffness matrix of the composite is the
sun, of the elemental stiffness matrices k, generated by
the structural modeling link and a stiffness matrix k, that
may be used M model elements other than those modeled
by SAMIS. For c • -.mpatihility of matrices, one may
imagine the elemental matrices to have all the rows and
columns of the composite matrix with zero elements,
except in the rows and columns associated with the end
gridpoints. For economy and to perform nonconformable
matrix operations, SAMIS actually operates on and stores
only nonzero elements and their codes (location within
the matrix).
The displacement vector can be partitioned into re-
action displacements u,r and unknown displacements u,.
The stiffness matrix and force vector have corresponding
partitions and the equilibrium equation can he rewritten
in partitioned form as
k r . r
. , k,)?
	
u,	 j^ f,.
kxr kxx	 ux	 (fx
If f, = 0 and u„ is consistent with rigid body displace-
ment, then (u, ) is the rigid body displacement of the
unrestrained degrees of freedom.
Omitting f, and trice differentiating both sides of the
equation with respect to time, the following equation is
obtained:
^krr krxJ 
1 ^R	
0
The acceleration field ii, is associated with a set of re-
action accelerations fix, and u, will be a rigid body
acceleration if u,, is consistent with a rigid body dis-
placement.
A load U r can he generated which is this acceleration
U, in tt times the weight w, r associated with each degree
of freedom. This load is called a pseudostatic load since
the resulting displacements are evaluated as for static
loads, while the loading is associated with an acceleration
field defined b y
 the acceleration of the restraints.
rhe- following equation allows evaluation of displace-
ment ur dire• to psci ►clostatic loads:
k, ur,. — wr, ur 1
9
Several load vectors ma y be simultaneoudy used in the
same analysis. Separate displacement vectors with column
codes corresponding to the column code of each load
vector are generated. If a static load and an acceleration
associated with a pseudostatic load have common column
codes, the resulting displacements will be added, forming
a single displacement vector. The displacements are
c•omputrd from the following equation:
[kr r :' k, x)	 u, fr . + w r r U r i	 (1)I Wee C	 91
Nouce that u, -L is  in units of the acceleration of gravity g,
g
1
since um —is given in g.
9
2. Normal modes. The equation of equilibrium, includ-
ing lumped mass and damping is:
1 wu +Cu+ku=f
9
Neither C nor f enter into the undamped eigenvalue
problem, and only the unrestrained degrees of freedom
of k and w are required, thus
w,•, u, + k„ ur = 0
Both w,., and k,v must be symmetric and positive defi-
nite, but w, , is not required to he the same order as k,,,..
Multiplying both sides by k i;. results in:
	
1 k1 lu we •r Or + I ue• = 0	 (2)g
No inversion is actually performed; in practice the ap-
propriate set of simultaneous equations is solved.
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There is a unique lower triangular matrix L such that
L Lr = w,, , since w„ is positive definite. Letting
v Lr u, and multiplying by L r , Eq. (?) can he rewrit-
ten as:
Equation (3) has solutions of the form v = V e" ° l , and
in the classical form is:
[D—a[)V=0
Combining Eq. (1) and Eq. (4), the following expression
is obtained:
[k,•,. ! k,RJ C°rI = f+wr:rru g+w,.^UR
The reactions f,e can be calculated by multiplying the
rows of k associated with prescribed motion by the dis-
placement matrix [UR IUr. In practice the reactions are
calculated as it 	 of the solution of simultaneous
equations.
where
	
	 The deflected shapesU
r
 due to independent loading
CI-RI
D = Lr k;i L
	
	
conditions, which include normal modes, can be used as
transformation matrices. Deflections u, which are linear
and	 combinations of these deflected shapes, can be deflned
as the product1UY
UrJ 
P. Elements of the vector P are the
1► __ g/W = 	
weighting factors or generalized displacements.
When more than one solution is considered:
DV—V^-X_ 1=0
The eigenvalues [— i\ ,] and associated eigenvectors V
of the dynamic matrix D have the order of the un-
restrained terns of the weight matrix.
The normal modes in terms of the original degrees of
freedom having weight are given b3:
uwx = Lr- ' V
Cur
u=	 P
Rl
Differentiating both sides twice with respect to time
gives:
u = r
u
.Ur,. P
Substituting into the equation of equilibrium gives
1.[u`1P+kr°r1P=f
9	 UR	 Ux
To expand these modes to the complete set of degrees of	 Urr
freedom, the original equilibrium equation with f = 0 is
	
Premultiplying by 
[UR 
.1produces:
restated as follows:
w UN W^ ^ — krr ux• 0
g 
_ll
From which it follows that:
kur , u. = wrc' uu•.•	
g
The term [1W /g am] only scales the vectors and will be
omitted since normalization is arbitrary:
	
kre n .• = w t . uu•.r	 (4)
1 W P + K P = F9
Where the generalized weight W, generalized stiffness K,
and generalized force F are defined as follows:
W = 
uR Jr w 1URI
 
K = C
uR Jr k [URU-7 ]
r
F = °-r f
UR
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IObserve that
)k—[]' 
C fKJ — Cfl?	 uKJ
and
UtilT	 ft jl _ 	ft.t T ^urK i ; = 1
ju (	
—
l,.i!	 ^fK;^	 ftti	 1 ue
if f, i = f, ; = 0 as in modes defined by prescribed dis-
placements, or u,,, = u K ; = 0 as in modes defined by
forces.
If one mode is defined by displacement ( ft- i = 0) and
another by forces (u,,; = 0), the coupling element (Ki;)
is zero. Therefore, in this mixed mode case
U  i f, ; 	 uk fK;
Let
T	
—	 T KIri Ut j — —fxi u
and
K'ij J ft i
V ^ U''^. UKi . 	fK)
Kij = Kij
K ; j = f' • i U,; + UTRs f,tj
_ — fK i
 u K ; — uT f,; _ — K;i
Table I. Matrix title and notation definitions
Alf
Title in
SAMIS
Symbol in
derivation
Definition rifle in
SAMIS
Symbol in
derivation
Definition
WTR I N' Weights	 associated	 with VDC1 Eigenvectors	 of	 dynamicI
Vdegrees of freedom VCC 1 matrix
ARC 1 u,; Acceleration of restraints DWC 1 uns Normal mode shapes (degrees9 of	 freedom	 with	 weight
KER	 1 k, Stiffness	 matrix	 for	 elements only)
not modeled by SAMIS 1
KER 2 k. Stiffness matrices for elements 9
modeled by SAMIS DFC 1 w Cuu	 4- u Inertia forces
L	 9
SCR 2 S tntPiaal	 force	 coefficient FOC 1 +fr .	 uk Prescribed forces and dis-
matrices
	 for	 elements placements
modeled by SAMIS FOC 2 f,	 u„ —
N — Number of structural elements
to be modeled by SAM:S + p C u,r..	 r u	 JL	 9 
KTR	 1 k Stiffness matrix of 	 composite DTC 1 ur l Displacement matrix
structure ue J
DDC Il
 1 Displacement and reactionP N+ I GCC 1(J
[_u,
 {n. J matrix
ATC 1
1
u — Total acceleration matrix FOR 2 fr	 r1 Transposed	 prescribed	 force9 Yx J and displacement matrix
KUR 1 U Upper decomposition of
restrained	 stiffness	 matrix GCC 11 K Matrix associated with gen-
with	 extra	 terms	 in	 re- DDR 2 eralized stiffness matrix
strained rows FOC 3 w' 
C 
u: -
J
—
WUR 1 Lt Upper decomposition of L ux 
weight matrix t
FOR 3 ur	 M•
W:C I L lower decomposition of weight ux J
matrix GCC 3l
W Generalized we ght 
TEC	 1 k, ' L — DDC 3
DCC 1 RCC 2 Internal	 force	 matrix	 of	 first
DDC 1} Dynamic matrix RDC 2^ R element
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Therefore, K i ; = (K, j + Ka i )/2 in all cases including
modes defined by a combination of forces and dis-
placements.
The internal forces R in anv member are linear com-
binations of the displacements of the ends of the member
u i . A coefficient matrix S is generated for each member
just as the elemental stiffness matrices are generated,
and
R=sui
The vectors u i can be replaced by the vectors .) u`  includ-
ing all displacements, since the expansion of S by addi-
tional rows and columns of zeros will not change the
elements of R. Also, there may be more than one vector
of displacement, and the following assembl y occurs:
R=SCUH^
A listing of the required SAMIS pseudoinstructions
(see Fig. 3) and a specialized subset omitting normal
modes (see Fig. 4) are provided later in this report.
Displacements or reactions associated with each degree
of freedom and member internal forces are calculated
and printed in all cases. Generalized weight and general-
ized stiffness are calculated and printed only if normal
modes are calculated. Table 1 lists the alphanumeric
title of each matrix (used in the pseudo instructions), the
symbol used in the derivation, and a brief definition.
The operation performed by each pseudoinstruction is
stated (in terms of matrix operation where possible) in
Table 2. The preparation of data and arrangement of
other required inputs are explained in Section III.
Table 2. Pseudoinstruction functions
Instruction Function Instruction Function
0.0 Data check 16.0 r fr lBasic data	 -	 input and printed
1.0 Basic data w u k, input and printed
L 
Ux 
J
2.0 k;, Sr, i = 2, N + 1 generated from geometric data and 17.0 r fr 1 	ii,
	
1	 XAdds
	 +	 1	 +uus^-w Ri6I	 CuxJmaterial	 ro erfies and data	 riotedp pe ti 	 P I.,Jg
3.0 k = ° k„ i = 1, N + 1 U7	 ur18.0 Solves for and	 1
C4.0,4.1 Solves for U and Ux J	 fx J
ilr
	 k7'r;kr'x1
	
uc'1 	 0 1in 
C	
- krr'
Cuml	 1
01 "here U;r .Uc•u
kco_' _krx	 ur 1 _	 X
-
m	
Cux	 kxr kxx J kxc I kxx	 ux J	 fm J 
5.0,5.3 Instructions 5.1 	 and 5.2 implemented only if 	 [kr'r]	 not 19.0 Data transfer
positive	 definite,	 in	 which	 case	 offending	 rows	 and r X
columns restrained in 4.0 20.0 Tronsposes L - --Ux
5.2 Solves for	 Ur	 in	 kit	 kr.v	 ur 1 	 0 1C ,	 Cker kxH	 C I J	 CiHJ 21.0 X	 ur 1Multiplies I	
- K] CL uH	 fx Jwith added restraint in k
22.0 Multiplies w	 ur5.3 C UB 1Outputs	 as diagnostic and terminates problem uxi
6.0,6.1 Solves for L  where L L 	 = w 23.0 Transposes w C U1
7.0 Transposes L L uH
8.0 Solves for	 1 in	 _	 _
C	 C kxr''!k ,.x I C	 C	 ] 24.0
T
Multiplies	 U7	 w	 ur	 = WCux)	 C 71H0 J	 o	 fx
9.0 Multiplies L7 X = D 25.0 Format cf ange
10.0 Format change r
11,0 Generates six lowest-frequency eigenv3lues of D and assoc- 26.0 Outputs r ur 1	 I^	 R'L {x J
ciated eigenvectors V; frequencies printed 27.0 Data transfer
12.0 Format change
1 3.0 Solves for usi.v in L 	 Uu y = V 28.0 Multiplies S, r- ur .	 = R, for i = 2, N	 1L UH
14.0	 i Adds	 U:	 1	 + Un'tr 29.0 Format change
ux	 g
30.0 Outputs R, for i = 2, N 4- 1
15.0 Multiplies wr U°	 1	 + Isms
R Ux J 9 31.0 Computations complete
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C. Structural Idealization
The derivation of the line clement stiffness matrix used
is given in Ref. 2.
The data formats for structures composed of line
elements will be given (see Fig. 6) for three special cases.
The first case is for three-dimensional structures with
members having equal bending stiffness about any axis
normal to the member and with the centroid of the
member cross section and shear center on a straight line
between the end points. The second case is for planar
structures in the X-1' plane and loaded in this plane for
which only the first, second, and sixth degrees of freedom
at each gridpoint are generated. The third case is for
planar structures in the X-1' plane and loaded out of the
plane for which only the third, fourth, and fifth degrees
of freedom at each gridpoint are generated.
If a member section property is given a zero value, the
associated contribution to the stiffness matrix is zero.
If the contribution to the stiffness matrix of all members
at a gridpoint is zero along a coordinate axis, the degree
of freedom at that gridpoint along that axis is not gen-
erated and the structure acts as though that degree of
freedom were restrained. If the contribution to the stiff-
ness matrix of all members at a gridpoint is zero in it
direction not along a coordinate axis, and if a vector in
that direction has no component in the direction of a re-
straint at that gridpoint, the anal y tic model has a singular
stiffness matrix and the associated structure is unstable.
III. Use of SAMIS for Structural Analysis Problems
Sections III and IV are intended for use independent of
the remainder of the report so that the information can be
used without detailed knowledge of SAMIS. The analyst
familiar with SAMIS can make useful extensions by
taking advantage of other options within SAMIS, some
of which are enumerated in Section V. Conservative
time estimates for an IBM DCS 7044/7094 computer
can be obtained from Fig. 1.
A. limitations
Structural analysis problems can be analyzed using
SAMIS within the following limitations.
(1) The stiffness and weight matrices as restrained,
considering only rows and columns with entries,
must be positive definite.
(2) The number of unrestrained degrees of freedom
with weight must be < 140 if normal modes are
required.
(3) The product of the number of independent loading
conditions (including six normal modes if cal-
culated) and the number of degrees of freedom
both restrained and unrestrained must be < 10,000.
(4) The number of independent loading conditions
(including six normal modes if calculated) must be
< 140.
(5) Row and column codes must be < 40,959 (grid-
points < 4,095).	 —
(6) There must be no weight associated with restrained
degrees of freedom.
(7) The number of structural elements (N) must be
< 996.
(8) The number of nonzero elements in WTR 1 must
be < 10,000.
(9) The product of the number of independent loading
conditions and unrestrained degrees „f freedom
with weight plus elements of FOC 1 must be
< 10,000.
B. Input Data
The input can be divided into six types, which must be
punched and located within the input deck as shown in
Fig. 2. The six types of input are:
(1) An initiating deck. This deck is required by SAMIS
and can be treated as the program. A description
of its preparation is given in Ref. 1 and in the
material distributed with the program.
(2) Control cards. The control cards, which direct
computations, are listed in Fig. 3 for the most
general case of static and pseudostatic loading and
normal modes in a single analysis. For efficiency,
if only static and pseudostatic loading are required,
use the control cards of Fig. 4. Material control cards
and matrix control cards are shown in Fig. 5. The
number of structural elements (N) (P = N+1 in one
case), the number of cards used (N1, N2, N3, N4,
and N5) for hype 3 and type 6 inputs, and material
properties (E and G) must be given a numerical
value on 12 of these control cards.
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(al
^	 2
^	 I
p = 0.7
= 0.4
p - 0.2
B	 = 0.1
= 0.07
0.04
0.02--d = 0.02
= 0.01
ON 7094 DCS = T 1 *E /10 , 2
E = NUMBER OF STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS
p= PARAMETER FROM FIG. Ib
o
MINUTES
1000	 10,000
ORDER OF [k]
1000
1 0o
O
0
X
F-
10
1
100
I
(bl
NO NORMAL
C = 1.0 MODES
1
r
r 0,1
K^CO.
I
.03
 C
C = 0.0
/
/ C = (S	 2P - M
.
	 6 . 1 O
r M	 NUMBER OF DEGREES OF
FREEDOM WITH WEIGHT/
/ O = ORDER OF k
/ P = NUMBER OF PSEUDOSTATIC
LOADS
S = NUMBER OF STATIC LOADS/
B = W, 0(4C - W O) ' 2C2•
W = WAVEFORM'
* THE NUMBER OF DEGREES OF FREEDOM /
REFERENCED BY A PARTICULAR EQUILIBRIUM
EQUATION OR LOWER NUMBERED EQUATION
(W' O ALSO ` BANDWIDTH FOR ANALYSTS
USED TO THAT NOTION)
1.0
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
QX 0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
0 0.2	 0.4	 0.6	 0.8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4	 1.6
RELATIVE WAVEFRONT (W/O)
2•
LINES OF OUTPUT = _4 - * 8L + E (L + 7) * 1000
WHERE L = 5 + P + 6- (THE TERMS WITH' INCLUDED ONLY
IF NORMAL MODES ARE CALCULATED)
Fig. 1 . Running time and line count estimates
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EOF
DDC 1, 2, 3, ...
r
FIG. 5
FOC: 1 N 5 1
11 TITLE C4RDS^
N5 CARDS DEFINING
LOADS AND REACTION
DISPLACEMENT
DUPLICATE LIST OF
CODES IF NORMAL
MODES CALCULATED
N4 CARDS OF CODES WITH
PRESCRIBED DISPLACEMENTS
MEMBER CROSS SECTION
PROPERTIES N CARDS
FIG. b
1	 2 21 P, P2 A	 K	 I	 I	 R
P X I X2 X3
RB E
FIG. 5
GRIDPOINT COORDINATES
MATERIAL PROPERTIES
N 3
 CARDS DEFINING STIFFNESS
NOT MODELED BY ELEMENTS-
N2 CARDS DEFINING NON 0
PRESCRIBED ACCELERATION —
N 1 CARDS DEFINING WEIGHT
KER 1 N 3 -1
ARC 1 N 2 1
WTR 1 N,	 1
0.0 CHEX
38 CONTROL CARDS, FIG. 3
NOTE:	 (22, FIG. 4, IF NO NORMAL MODES)
MATRIX HEADER CARDS MUST
INDICATE "0" CARDS IF MATRIX
	 INITIATOR DECK
15 NULL
Fig. 2. Input deck arrangement
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FORTRAN CODING FORM
P.nCh.nq lw,wions Page
	 /	 of	 2
Progrom	 STAr.IGie.2D :r=.A&Ar5 G,aph-c Coro FormI IWO,Coron
Programmer	 0A"=O?D	 Dole/%I`7 P-0 11s	 .so
C 101 ca 
1S NUMiii i
3
FORTRAN STATEMENT
e	 1	 10	 is	 70	 73	 30	 )s	 40	 .s	 so	 ss	 CO	 es	 70	 77
o. N 1
0 ao	 I WT,Q	 / ego 2C	 I REA I	 90q KE R	 ! - I
2. <E (q CP AIL I I O
3 .0 90o KE2	 I DD / 20c, / KTQ	 l
K TQ	 I 90 QC	 / C	 01- l 20 - A r C	 ! 5/ o N
4.l ll	 o/ UQ	 I C N
5. l l l ooI KUQ	 / H^L 90 / Q C°^ 92
5. qoq / 47ACeP9,09 I K
5.3 STS
<o . 900 / W T2
	 ! G
ro . l l r o Wur?	 l C N
s
^. I r oo vlU	 I F I /'Zoo We	 !
8.0 llooI K!J	 I 1'20.05 NLC C HOL 900 7-AC 	 11 SO-
MPL7 /2o D C	 I
/O, 1200 C	 / 1100 DDC	 l
o / oo DDC	 l l/ /P 2^
-
2.0 /1004 VDC	 / C D 9ce VC	 !
l3. I /oo Wu	 I VCC	 ! C 4' l70 D C
	
1 09
14.o
 20o T	 1 / 20,03 1 DWC	 ! DD_ /	 l AUC
/ ,5.
'1 / WrIZ	 / l 1 910A II UC	 2 9002 DFC	 !
Fig. 3. Facsimile of operational control cards (including normal modes)
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FORTRAN CODING FORM
P„ncnmq	 Injfwcuo^e Poge	 2	 of	 2
P'oq'°m
	 5?,q D SA/vII.S G'oPN'c Card Fwm0 Ide'hficahon
Programmer	 &3.4MF0K0	 Dole //5^ri7 Puncn ii	 .	 .eo
— C FOR CO—ENT
15	 u F+eeR" FORTRAN STATEMENT
e ^^	 '0	 a	 10	 71	 70	 35	 40	 U	 50	 35	 60	 di	 70	 72
Or—
DF'C
	
I A r 2 0 / F GL1 7
20	 / >=aC C ^L yn.^ Z7TC
 
/ 2a2 DDC	 l CON
/ 13.0 / 20 c LvC	 / C mL r / 00 Gr C G	 !
20 . / 20o I F43C FL S F^ P
rIAR / ?o DDC	 1 UL l r oo UC G
'/. ^. Sool wrQ	 / 9co: DTC	 r UL r2oo F	 3
C'3 . r 209.2 F C
	 3 F L I P F
04. o 9002 Drc	 I ULT r l oo c C
Z5. C ! D C I Zoe DDC	 ! 3
?e . 20o DVC	 ! h1K
27 - 9. D7-.0
	
I oc',r LL
28 . l O	 I SCR– DTC	 r MUL r r oo RC
2g. 1 I no: 12G r Zoo l ,PVC
30. r 200 / 2	 2 r K I I N
3/.o N L
NOTE:	 Replace N by the number of structural elements and P by N + 1	 (I6)
Replace N4 by the number of cards of codes associated with prescribed
displacements	 (I2)
Fig. 3 (contd)
(3) Codes and elements of four matrices required to
define the model and its loading:
Title	 Description
WTR 1 The nonzero elements of the weight matrix.
This matrix, considering only rows and
columns with entries, must be symmetric
and positive definite and of order 130 or
less after restraint; but need not be diagonal
or of the same order as [k]. No weight is
to be associated with restrained degrees of
freedom.
ARC 1 Nonzero accelerations associated with re-
straints (type 6 input defines restrained
degrees of freedom). The units of these
values are the acceleration due to gravity
(g) for degrees of freedom 1, 2, and 3 at
any joint, and g/in. for degrees of free-
dom 4, 5, and 6 [3(2I6, E12.0)].
KER 1 The nonzero elements of the stiffness
matrix that are not contributed by mem-
bers listed in element data. This matrix
must be positive semidefinite and only
elements with column codes > row codes
(upper half including diagonal of matrix)
are required and used [3(2I6, E12.0].
FOC 1 The nonzero boundary conditions (applied
loads or displacements). Prescribed dis-
placements are associated with restrained
degrees of freedom (type 6 input). At any
joint displacements in degrees of free-
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Fig. 4. Facsimile of operational control cards (no normal modes)
dom 1, 2, 3 are in in. and in degrees of
freedom 4, 5, 6 are in rad. Loads are asso-
ciated with unrestrained degrees of free-
dom. At any joint loads in degrees of
freedom 1, 2, 3 are in lb and in degrees of
freedom 4, 5, 6 are in in. -lb. [3(2I6, E12.0)].
The elements of the required four matrices are read
in the format [3(2I6, E12 .0)] up to three elements
per card with the row and column codes of each
element preceding the element. The order of ele-
ments is important. In WTR 1 and KER 1, all
elements of a row precede elements of higher-
numbered rows. Within a row, the elements are
ordered by increasing column number. In ARC 1
and FOC 1, all elements of a column precede
elements of higher -numbered columns. Within the
column, the elements are ordered by increasing
row number. The first digits of the row numbers
(and column numbers of WTR 1 and KER 1) cor-
respond to gridpoints, and the last digit corresponds
to the degrees of freedom ( from 1 to 6) at the
gridpoint. Degrees of freedom 4, 5, and 6 are rota-
tions about axes 1, 2, and 3. The columns of ARC 1
and FOC 1 correspond to the loading condition
(an arbitrary number from 7 to 40 ,959). The FOC 1
data of the example problem are expanded into
matrix format (see Fig. 9) for comparison with the
input data.
(4) Tabulated gridpoint coordinates, as shown in Fig. 6.
(5) Member cross-section geometric properties, as
shown in Fig. 6. These properties are for three
types of structures, each composed of line elements.
The first group is three -dimensional structures
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Replace " E" and " G" by the numerical value of Young ' s modules and the modulus of rigidity ( E8. 0) ,	 t_
Replace N
	 N	 , N
	 N	 by the number of cards of data in each matrix (I6)
Fig. S. Facsimile of material property, matrix control, and title cards
with members having equal bending stiffness about
any axis normal to the member and with the
centroid of their cross sections and shear centers
along straight lines between their end points. The
second group is planar structures in the X-Y plane
loaded in plane for which only the first, second,
and sixth degrees of freedom at each gridpoint are
generated. The third group is planar structures in
the X-Y plane and loaded out of the plane for
which only the third, fourth, and fifth degrees of
freedom at each gridpoint are generated. If a
member section property is given a zero value, the
associated contribution to the stiffness matrix is
zero. If the contribution to the stiffness matrix of
all members at a gridpoint is zero along a coordi-
nate axis, that degree of freedom is not generated
and the structure acts as though that degree of
freedom were restrained. If the contribution to the
stiffness matrix of all members at a gridpoint is
zero in a direction not along a coordinate axis and
no component of a vector in that direction is along
a restraint at that gridpoint, the analytic model has
a singular stiffness matrix and the associated
structure is unstable.
(6) Codes in ascending order that correspond to pre-
scribed displacements. No implication is made that
nonzero values will be prescribed, but if the
displacement or acceleration is to be prescribed,
the code must be included and the corresponding
degree of freedom will be restrained (1216). Two
lists are supplied to be used when normal modes
are calculated. F
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FORTRAN CODING FORM
a
Puncnn,q infrrucrronf
	
^aqe	 or
Program
	 Graon,c
	
Cora io.m n 	 i
Pr Og r amm^f	 Dore	 Puncn	 —__.— ^ t _ _ r _	 , I
	
^f	 b
C r0. co n Nl NI
fs MU»iii r -	 FORTRAN STATEMENT
'	 'D	 15	 n	 7s	 JD	 35	 .0	 13	 50	 53	 &D	 Of	 7C	 ):
gricipo,nt coordinates X i , X z ,	 X 3 ( one card for each gridpoint P in ascending order: 	 3X,14, 3E7)
X	 x
I
line element with equal stiffness about all a - , rmals to element
A I 3 lA_
line element in x I x	 plane and loaded in plane
i 2 11
line element in x l x z plane and loaded out of plane
i
i	 n 	 element number ( start at 2 and increment by 1) (I3)
P l	 n 	 gridpoint at end of member (3 x 14)
P 	 n 	 gridpoint at opposite end of member (3 x I4)
I
A	 =	 member area (in. ` ) (F7. 0) 1
K	 n 	 effective pol p r moment of inertia (in. 4 ) (E7. 0) r i	 r
I	 =	 moment of inertia rbrrut all normrls to GP	 GPi(in. 4 ) (E7. 0)
+-
I 3	 moment of inertia about normal to plane (in.4 ) (E7. 0)^
I	 =	 moment of inertia about in plane normal to GP I . GPZ (in. 4 ) (E7.0)
Fig. 6. Gridpoint coordinates and element properties
t
f
C. Output Data
Echoes of input control cards, matrices, and member
cross-section geometric properties are printed. The co-
ordinates of the gridpoints defining each member are
also printed with the member properties.
Displacements of each degree of freedom are printed,
except reactions are printed instead of restraint displace-
ments. Eigenvalues for the six lowest frequency normal
modes and generalized weight matrix and a matrix (K')
associated with the stiffness matrix (K) are printed if the
control cards of Fig. 3 are used. This relationship between
K' and K is expressed by the following equation:
K i) = (Kl j + Kii)/2
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If two associated modes are both defined by forces
or moth defined by displacements, K  f = K, j . The element
K; = 0, if one of the associated modes is defined by dis-
placement and the others by forces. The generalized
weight associated with normal modes is normalized to
g2/.4 and the generalized stiffness to g/w = . The natural
frequencies of these modes (a,/2,r) are given in the last
column of the printout entitled "Roots of Matrix DDC 1,"
which follows the element data in the sample problem
output. Internal force matrices for each structural ele-
ment are printed. The coordinate system for internal
forces has the X, axis along a vector from the first
gridpoint to the second gridpoint of the clement (as
defined by the element data input). The X:, axis is
along the cross product of this vector and a second
vector from the first gridpoint to the origin. The X. axis
is along the cross product of the vectors along the X,
13
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X3
X2
FIRST GRIDPOINT
PAS
Pii	
P 7 1P 
9 PIB
f
ORIGIN OF	 P14
COORDINATES
Fig. 7. Coordinate system for member loads
and X, axis, its shown in Fig. 7. (Times and data loca-
tions are printed between SAMIS operations; refer to
Ref. 3 for interpretation of this material, which is be-
yond the scope of this report.) if the two points are
cnlinear with the origin, the point (1, 2, 0) is used instead
of the origin. If (1, 2, 0) is cnlinear, the point (43333,
3.42826, 0) is used. The leading digits of the internal
force row codes are the gridpoint number, and the final
digits are:
Component	 Description
1 Axial force
8 Shear along X. axis
7 Shear along X, axis
4 Twisting moment
5 Monx-nt alx,ut X,
9 Moment about X:,
W. Sample Problem
The problem chosen (Fig. 8 gives geometry and
definition of loadings and Fig. 9 identifies the elements
of matrix FOC 1) utilizes the most general set of pseudo-
instructions (Fig. 3) and exercises all Loading options.
In addition to the six normal modes and a concentrated
load, two distinct loading conditions are defined by
reaction displacement, one of which is compatible with
rigid body motion (rigid body mode). The same rigid
body motion is used to define an acceleration field about
an arbitrary instantaneous center and the associated
inertial loading.
A last example shows that, by using the same column
code for different types of loads, composite load con-
ditions are generated. The example is the sum of the
static, pseudostatic, and foundation settlement loads. The
elements chosen are in the X-Y plane and loaded only
in that plane.
In addition to a beam formed with four members and
six unrestrained translational weights, an independent
rotational weight is supported through a rotational spring
to illustrate the use of nonmember stiffnesses and the
necessity of +ncluding even the restrained degrees of
freedom of the stiffness matrix when rigid body modes
or pseudostatic loads are generated. The effect of a
rotational acceleration on such weights is also illustrated.
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rMEMBER PROPERTIES:
A = 0.5 in?
I 3 = 1.5 in!
E	 = 10 7 lb/in?
G = 3.85x10'1y/in?
XZ
0 w - 1.5 lb
(-S, 25)	 5016
2 0(-5, 7.5)	 w = 3.0lb(5, 17.5)
100
T
k = 107 Ib/in.
(-5, 7.5)	 3
I
100 00	 w - 2.0 I b
 C.G.,. ICC = 12.0 in?-lb
k = 2000 in.-Ib/rod
w = 3.0 1b
(15, 10)
4 O
w	 3.0 lb(25, 2.5)
X,
(35, -5)
w = 1.5 lb
(0, 
7 INSTANTANEOUS CENTER FOR
PRESCRIBED DISPLACEMENT
AND ACCELERATION
LOADING COL 101	 0.01-rod RIGID BODY ROTATION ABOUT (0, -10)
LOADING COL 102
	
	
-1 in. PRESCRIBED DISPLACEMENT X Z
 DEGREE OF
FREEDOM POINT pl (FOUNDATION SETTLEMENT)
LOADING COL 201 50-Ib LOAD AT GRIDPOINT () NORMAL TO BEAM
LOADING COL 202	 0.01 9/in. PSEUDOSTATIC LOADING ABOUT (0, -10);
NOTICE ONLY ROTARY ACCELERATION AFFECTS
GRIDPOINT
LOADING COL 301 COMPOSITE OF LOADINGS 102, 201, AND 202
Fig. S. Sample problem geometry and loading
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Co'ROW
101 102 201 301
12
21
-0.05 -1.0 0 -1.0
0 0 -30 -30
22 0 0 -40 -40
31 -0.20 0 0 0
32 0.15 0 0 0
51 -0.05 0 0 0
1002 -0.05 0 0 0
1006 0.01 0 0 0
FOC 1 =
Fig. 9. Expanded static load matrix for sample problem
The eigenvalue problem is of order 8 due to the eight
unrestrained degrees of freedom with weight even though
there are 13 unrestrained degrees of freedom. The weight
at joint 99 illustrates the use of weights eccentric to the
gridpoint through off-diagonal elements of the weight
matrix. Since weight at restrained degrees of freedom is
not allowed, a stiff spring to a restraint at gridpoint 100
is used at joint 99 in the second degree of freedom.
The computer printout of the input deck (exclusive of
the starter deck) and the output for the sample problem
are presented in the appendix of this report.
V. Extensions
Extensions included in SAMIS that are not described
in detail in this report are enumerated in the following
list ., for more information the analyst is referred to
Refs. 1 and 3. Only the last three extensions require
modification of the pseudoinstructions:
(1) Restart with a minimum of repeated calculations.
Pseudoinstructions were written with the intention
of saving tapes 10 and 11.
(2) Unequal moments of inertia, shear stiffness, and
other structural elements.
(3) Eccentricities (substitute gridpoints).
(4) Discontinuities (such as hinges).
(5) Local coordinates for:
(a) Nonisotropic material property reference.
(h) Gridpoint location reference.
(c) Displacement reference.
(d) Stress resultant reference.
(6) Multiple materials including nonisotropic materials.
(7) Punched output in addition to printed.
(8) Modification of pseudoinstructions.
(9) Self-generated elemental mass and the following
loading matrices:
(a) Thermal.
(b) Pressure and line loads.
(c) Gravity.
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rAppendix
Inputs and Outputs of Sample Problem
Input
0.0 CHEX 1
1.0 9001	 YTR 1 9002 ARC	 1 READ 9003 KER 1 -1
2.0 9004	 KER 2 10001 SCR	 2 91LD -40S
3.0 9003	 KER 1 ADDS 12001 KTR 1 S
4.0 12001	 KT  1 9002 ARC
	 1 CHOL 12002 A T C 1 510	 1
4.1 11001 KUR	 1 CONT
5.0 ERRS
S.1 11001	 KUR 1 CHOL 9001 RBC999 92000
5.2 9001	 RBC999 INKS
5.3 STOP
6.0 9001	 WTR I CHOL 1
6.1 11002 WUR	 1 CONT
7.0 11002	 YUR 1 FLIP 12003 YLC 1
0.0 11001	 KUR 1 12003 YLC	 1 CHOL 9002 TEC 1 900
9.0 11002	 YUR 1 9002 TEC	 1 MULT 12003 DCC 1
10.0 12003	 Dc 1 DECO 11003 DOC 1
11.0 11003	 DOC 1 11004 VDC	 1 ROOT
-6
12.0 11004	 VDC 1 CODE 9002 VCC 1
13.0 11002	 YUR 1 9002 VCC	 1 CHOL 12003 DYC 1 09000
14.0 12002	 ATC 1 12003 OK	 1 ADDS 1100S AUC 2
15.0 9001	 WTR 1 11005 AUC	 2 MULT 9002 DFC 1
16.0 FOC 1 READ -1
17.0 FOC 1 9002 DFC
	 1 ADDS 12001 FOC 2
10.0 11001	 KUR 1 12001 FOC	 2 CHOL 9002 DTC 1 91000
10.1 12002	 DOC 1 CONT
19.0 12002	 DOC 1 COLS 11006 GCC 1
20.0 12001	 FOC 2 FLIP FOR 2
21.0 FOR 2 12002 DOC
	 1 MULT 11007 GCC 2
_ 22.0 9001	 WTR 1 9002 DTC	 1 MULT 12003 FOC 3
' 23.0 12003	 FOC 3 FLIP FOR 3
24.0 FOR 3 9002 DTC	 1 MULT 11000 GCC 3
25.0 11006	 GCC 1 DECO 12002 DOC 1 3
26.0 12002	 DOC 1 INKS 30S
27.0 9002	 DTC 1 FILL
20.0 10001	 SCR 2 DTC	 1 MULT 11009 RCC 2 4
29.0 11009	 RCC 2 DECO 10001 RDC 2 4
30.0 10001	 RDC 2 INKS 406
31.0 HALT
WTR	 1 4
-1
11 11	 1.5 21 21	 3.0 22 22 3.(1
41 41	 3.0 42 42	 3.0 52 52 1.5
992 992
	 2.0 992 996 10.0 996 992 10.0
= 996 996 62.0
= ARC	 1 4 1
12 202-.05 31 202-0.2 32 202 0.15
51 202-605 1002 202-.05 1006 202 .01
12 301-.05 31 301-0.2 32 301 0.15
51 301 -.05 1002 301--05 1006 301 0.01
KER	 1 2
-1
992 992
	
10000000. 992 1002 -100000n0. 996 996 2000.
996 1006 -2000. 1002 1002	 10000000. 1006 1006 2(100.
RB 10.0 E6
00000000 3.05 E6
00000000
= 1 -5.0	 25.0
= 2 5.0	 17.5
3 15.0	 10.0
4 25.0	 2.5
5 35.0	 -5.0
1	 2 21 1	 2 .5 1.S RB
1	 3 21 2	 3 .5 1.5 RB
1	 4 21 3	 4 .5 1.5 RB
= 1	 S	 21 4	 5 .3 1#5 RB
12 31	 32 51 1002 1006
12 31	 32 51 1002 1006
F G;	 I ♦ 1
12 101-5.0 E-2 31 101-20.0 E-2 32 101 15. E-2
51 101-S.0 E-2 1002 101 -5.0 E-2 1006 101 1.0 E-2
12 102	 -1.0 21 201	 -30. 22 201
-40.
12 301	 -1.0 21 301	 -30. 22 301 -40.
DOC 1.2#3 - DISPLACEMENT. GENERALIZED STIFFNESS AND GEN WEIGHT MATRICES
ROW AND COLUMN CORESPOND TO MODE, LOAD, OR REACTION DISPLACEMENT OR ACC
EXCEPT DOC	 1 ROW LEADING DIGITS CORRESPOND TO GRIDPOINT AND FINAL
DIGIT TO THE DEGREE OF FREEDOM AT THE GRIOPOINT
REACTION NOT DISPLACEMENT AT RESTRAINT
$ INTERNAL FORCE FOR ELEMENT -X- IRDC X	 1
= ROW LEADING DIGITS CORRESPOND TO GRIDPOINT#FINAL DIGIT
I	 AXIAL FORCE 4	 TORQUE
0	 SHEAR ALONG X2 S	 MOMENT ABOUT X2
7	 SHEAR ALONG X3 9	 MOMENT ABOUT X3
COL CORRESPONDS TO MODE.LOAD.OR REACT- DISP. OR ACC.
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Output
0.: -0 -C -G -^ CHEK -0 -0 1
1 9001 MTR 1 9002 ARC 1 READ 9003 KEN 1 -100
2.c 9 004 RE: 2 !0001 SCR 2 "ILO - Al -4 S
3.. 9003 RE 1 -0 -0 A DDS 12001 KTN l 500___
4.: 12001 KTR 1 9002 ARC 1 CHOL 12002 ATC 1 51001
4.1
-0 -0 11001 K_UM _l CONT -0 _ -0 -0
5.)
-0 -0 -- -0 -0 ERRS -0 -C -U
5.1 11('01 KUR 1 -0 -0 CHCL 9001 RSC999 92000
5.2 9JOl RRC999 -0 -0 INKS -0 -C -0
5.3 - 0 -0 -0 -0
-
STOP_ __--O_ -0 -:
6.0 9001 MTR
-
l -Q -0 CHOL -0 -0 1
6.l
-0 -0 _1_10.02 11UR L CONT -0
^7.0 11002 NUR 1 -0 -0 FLIP 12003 MLC l -0
8.•: 11001 KUR l 12003 MLC I. CHOL 9002 TEC 1 90000
9.0 11002 MUR 1 9002 TEC 1 MOLT L2003 DCC 1 -J
10.
_
12003 DCC l - J -0 DE CO 1 1_0.03 OD_C_ 1 -0
11.' 11003 DOC 1 11004 VDC 1 ROOT -1 -0 -6
12.: 11004 VDC l -0 -0 CODE 9002 VCC 1 -0
13.0 11002 ►UR I 9002 VCC 1 CHCL 12003 DwC 1 R9000
14.' 1202 4TC L 12003 UMC L AOOS 11005 AUC 2 -J
15.1 9001 MTR 1 11001 AUC 2 MULT 9002 DFC 1 -0
16.0 -0 FOC l -0 -0 READ -0 -: -1.00
17.0 -0 FOC 1 9002 DFC 1 ADDS
_
12001_ FOC 2 -0
16.0 11001 KUR 1 12001 FIX 2 CHOL 9002 OTC I 91000_
18.1 12002 DOC L -0 -) GC NT -0 -C -C
19.- 120C2 DOC 1 -0 -0 COLS 11006 GCC 1 -0
20.0 12001 FOC 2 -0 -0 FLIP -0 FOR 2 -0
21.0 -0 FOR 2 12002 DOC 1 MULT 11_007 _GCC 2 -0
22.0 9001 MTR 1 9002 OTC L MULT 12009 FDC 3 -0
23. - 12003 FOC 3 -0 -0 FLIP -0 FOR 3 -0
24.0 -) FOR 3 9002 OTC 1 W-1T 110^R GCC 3 -0
2S.) 11006 GCC 1 -0 -0 DECO 12007 DOC 1 30)
26.^ 12002 DDC 1 -0 -0 INKS - -0 305
27.0 9^02 OTC 1 -0 -0 FILL__ -0
28.1: LOOOL SCR 2 -0 OTC 1 MULT
____
11009
_ _
RCC 2 400
29.1 11009 RCC 2 -0 -0 DECO 10001 RD  2 400
30.0 1000l ROC 2 -0 -J INKS -0 -G 406
31.0 -0 -0 -0 -0 HALT -0 -0 -0
ALTERNATE INPUT HAS BEEN REQUESTED, A LISTING OF THE GRIOPOINT COORDINATE TABLE F0-40M$
NT
-S.0 25.0
5.0 17.5
15.0 10.0
25.0 2.5
35.0 -5.0
	
MTR 1
	
4	 -0	 -0	 -1	 -0	 -0	 -0
I 	 11	 0.1500000E O1	 21	 21	 0 3000000E O1	 22	 22	 0.3000000E 01
41	 41	 2.3000000E 01	 42	 42	 0.3000000E 01	 52	 S2	 O.IS00000E 01
992
	
992
	 0.2000000E 01	 992	 996	 0.10000_00E 02	 996	 992	 O.L000OOOF 02
996	 996
	 0.620000CE 02
	 00	 00	 0.0000000E-38	 00	 00	 0.0000009E-36
4	 -0	 -0	 1	 -0	 -0	 -C
12	 2C2 -0.5000000E-01
	 31	 202 -0.2000000E 00	 32	 202	 0.1500000E 00
S1	 202 -0.5000000E-01 1002	 202 -0.5000000E-01 1006 	 202	 0.1000000E-01
_ 12	 301 -0.5000000E-01	 31	 301 -0.2000OOOE 00	 32	 301	 0.1500000E 00
51	 301 -I.S000OOCE-01 1002
	
301 -O.S000OOGE-01 1006	 301	 0.1000000E-01
	
1	 2	 -0	 -0	 -1	 -0	 -0	 -0
992
	
992
	 0.1000000E 08	 992 1002 -0.1000000E 08 	 996
	
996	 0.2000000E 04
996 1006 -0.2000000F 04 1002 1002
	 0.1000000E 08 1006 1006	 0.200000CE 04
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M A T E R 1 . A L
	 f A 6 L E
	
1	 2	 3	 4	 y	 6	 7	 B	 9
	
RB	 -O.0-,00E-38 -0.6.00[-38 	 0.1000E CO -0.0000E-38 -0.0000E-38 -0.0009E-38 -O.000OF-38 -0.0000E-38
O.00C^F-38 -0.0300E-38 -0.000E -314 -00.-0000E-38 -0.000CE-38 -3.0000E-38
	 0.38SOF 07
E L E M E N T	 D A T A
	
- .--- --	
--F 1 E L D	 -
1	 2	 3	 i	 - S	 6	 7-	 B	 9	 10	 11	 12	 13
1	 2	 21	 1.	 Z.	 -C.	 O.S)OOE OG -0.0000E-36 -0.0000E-38 6.1500E 01 -0.000UE-38 -0.0100E-38 RB
9	 2	 21 -u.S000E 01 L.2500E 02 -3.0000E-38 0.5000E 01_ 0.1750E 02_ -0.0000E-38 -O.OGOOE-38 -0.0000E-38 -C.0000E-38
ELEMENT	 2 hAS ONLY 2 FLEBIbiLIT1ES DUE TO 2 ZERO GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES.
l	 3 21	 2.	 J.	 -0.	 0.5000E 00 -0.0,300E-38 -0.0'000E-38 0.1500E Ol -0.0000E-38 -0.0000E-38 RB.
9	 3	 21 6.SCODE .1 0.1756E ^2 -G.00f0E-38 0.15COE 02 0.1000E 02 -0.00?0E-38 -0.0000E-38 -0.0000E-38 -C.0000E-38
ELEMENT	 3 HAS ONLY 2 FLFXIRILITIES DUE TO 2 ZERO GFOMETRIC PROPERTIES.
1	 4	 21	 3.	 4.	 -0.	 0.53COE 00 -0.0003E-38 -O.000GE-38 0.15COE Ol -0.0000E-38 -0.0000E-3e RB.
9	 4	 21 0.1560E 02 J.IJJOF 02 -0.0000E- 3R 0.2500E 02 0.2500E 01 -O.00DOE_-38 -C.00^nE- 38 -0.0000E- 38 -0.0000E- 38
ELEMENT	 4 HAS ONLY 1 F^EXIbILI IES DUE TO 2 ZERO GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES.
l	 5	 21	 4.	 5.	 -0.	 u.50:OF U6 -0.0360E-38 -O.0000E-38 0.1500E (1 -0.0000E-38 -0.060 E-38 RR.
9	
_5	 21 V.2500E U2 1.250CE O1 -0.000JE-38 0.3506E 02 -0.5000E 01 -0.0000E-38 -0.06f0E-38 _-0.00_00E-38 -0.0000E-3_8
__
ELEMENT	 5 HAS ONLY 2 FLEX161LITIES DUE TO 2 ZERO GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES.
MATRIX KTR 1 IS OF ORDER	 19 AND HAS MAXIMUM wAVEFRONT OF
	 6___jL A UTAGONA
.
L 0.000GE-38 OF INITIAL VALUE
AND AN UNPRESCRIBED DIAGONAL u.3754E 00 OF INITIAL VALUE
	 -
_OPERATION CHOL CALLED AT T114E 212146
	
12	 31	 32	 51 1002 1006	 00	 )3	 OJ	 70	 00	 3,3 PRESCRIBED
MATRIX MTR 1 IS OF ORDER
	 8 AND HAS MAXIMUM WAVEFRONT OF	 2 . A DIAGONAL 0.193SE 00 OF INITIAL VALUE
AND AN UNPRESCRIMEO DIAGONAL J.I 9 35F )0 OF INITIAL VALUE
ROOTS OF MATRIX DOC
	 l
NU. R00T=R.R 1/R.0. R 1/R R/ZPI 1/12P1*R1 SO.RT.G/12P1OR1
1 3.I^v3E-62 3.2251E 01 1.7667E-01 5.6796E 00 2.8022E-02 9.3394E-01 1.7769E 01
2 7.162PE-OS 1-.3961E 04 8.4633E=13 1.18_16E 02 1.3470E-03 1.8805E_01 3.6966E 02
3 3.324CE-05 3.0084F 04 5.7654E-03 1.734SF 02 9.1760E-04 2.7605E Ol 5.426SE 02
4 2.0511E-OS 4.8754E 04 4.5289E-03 2.2080E 02 7.2080E-04 3.5142E 01 6.9080E 02
5 1.5714E-05 6.3639E 04 3.9640E-03 2.5227E A2 6.3090E-04 4.015CE O1 7.8924E 02
6 3.0846E-36 3.2411E 35 1.7563E-G3 5.6937E 02 2.7953E-04 9.J619E O1 1.7813E 03	 =
a
M A T R I X I N P U T D A T A
FOC 1
	
4	
-G	 -G	 1	 -0	 -0	 -0
11	 101	 31	 101 -0.2000000E 00	 32	 101	 0.1500000E 00
51	 101 -0.5000000[-01 1032	 101 -0.50000JOE-01 1006	 101	 O.10000U0E-01
12	 102 -.5.1000000F 01
	 21	 20L -C.300000DE 02	 22	 201 -C.4030003E 02
12	 301 -1.1000000E 01	 21	 301 -0.3000000- 02	 22	 301 -C.4000000E 02
CDC 1.2.1 - DISPLACEMENT, GFNERALIZED STIFFNESS AND GEN WEIGHT MATRICES
RUW AND COLUMN CORESVONU f0 MODE, LOAD, UR REACTIONOI - V	 EMENT OR ACC	 -^
EXCEPT UDC 1 ROW LADING DIGITS CORRESPOND TO GRIOPOINT AND FINAL
LICIT TO THE DEGREE OF FREEDOM AT THE GRIDPOINT
`^-	 REACTION NOT DISP A EMENT AT REATRAINT
I
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DOC 1	 UOC 1.2.3 • DISPLACEMENTS GENERALIZED STIFFNESS AND GEN WEIGHT MATRICES
COLS	 ROWS OF THE TRANSPOSED MATRIX •t^4^^4^^44^u^u a u^^^•^^t^••^•^4^•••
ll	 12	 16	 _	 21	 22 _ _
	
26	 31_	 22
O1 3.3083E-22 0.5235E-17 -O.SS97E-22 -0.2535E-21 -3.3522E-21 0.3376E-23 -0.1644E-16 .30	 111E-16
02
03
04
0.3517E-CS
-0.3566E-05
3.1949E-GS
-0.7879E
0.60SE
-0.2134E
00
00
00
0.3036E-05
-0.1601E-05
0.2440E-06
0.1736E-04
-0.9422E-05
0.2186E-05
0.2068E-04
-0.9883E-OS
0.1324E-OS
-0.4701E-07
0.4607E-36
-0.1998E-06
-0.1460E
0.2371E
-0.2258E
Ol
00
01
0.1232E
0.1699E
0.7970E
01
01
00
OS
06
3.1004E-04
-0.17119F-^8
-0.5604E 00
0.1938E-02
-0.839GE-06
-0.2209E-08
0.3196E-35
-0.9999E-09
-0.4532E-OS
-0.6676E-08
-0.1782E-06
0.3241E-08
-0.1400E
-0.4967E
l
30
0.1446F
0.3981E
1
00
101 -0.3SOOE CC 0.1831E-03 0.1000E-01 -0.27SOE 00 O.S000E-01 0.1000E-01 -0.4901E-02 0.4395E-02
102
201
-;..7417E	 CC
-0.9511E-04
-0.2213E
0.2536E
04
02
0.6209E-01
-0.9522E-04
-0.3017E	 00
-O.S146E-03
- 3.407RE 00
-G.6228E-03
O.SZ87E -01
0.1046E-04
0.2950E
0.378SE
04
32
C.2213E
0.1464E
04
02
202 -0.7361E-05 0.6380E 00 -O.SSSOE-06 -0.9624E-05 -0.6361E-05 n.1629E-06	 0.2724E 01 -0.2063E 01
301 - .7418E (K -0.2187E 04 0.620CF-01 -0.3022E 00 -0.4084E .	 8RE - .1 0.299IF 04 0.222SF 04
41	 42	 46	 51	 52	 56	 992
01 0.3803E-22 O.L656E-21 0.9734E-22 -0.8824E-23 0.1994E- 17 -0.1471E-21 -0.309RE - 22 0.1170E - 06
02 -0.3324E-CS -0.154RE-04 -3.2611E-04 -0.3692E-06 ).L307E 01 -0.1037E-04 0.2810E-05 -0.1032E-23
03 0.2713F-06 -0.3134E-05 -0.1031E-04 -0.7236E-06 5.1057E m -0.10896-04 O.S324E-06 -0.4217E-21
04 0.2745E-C6 0.6820E-05 0.1165E-OS -0.2616E-OD 3.7981E 00 -0.1296E-04 -0.1716E-05 0.1078E-23
05 J.1056E -:6 -C.7549E -G6 - 0.4948E - 06 -0.3790E -07 -,0.2446E -01 0.7793E -06 O.19S6E-06 0.1417E - 22
06 -0.105OF-j7 0.1253E-05 -0.9753F-06 0.3332E-07 -0.7198E 00 0.1141E-05 0.9634E-07 -0.3750E-2.
101 0.1000E-G1 -0.12SOF 00 0.2500E 30 0.1000E-01 C.0000E-38 0.3900E 00 0.1000E-01 -0.5000E-01
102 0.2522E-01 0.6915E-01 0.1020E	 )0 -0.2444E-02 -0.2950E 04 0.1967E-01 -0.1166E-01 0.0000E-38
201 0.671)PE-:4 C.1840E-03 0.2714E-03 -0.6SOZE-05 -0.7849E 01 0.5233F. -04 -0.3103E-04 0.0000E-38
202 0.1263E-S 0.31123F-05 0.1287E-n4 0.4110E-06 -0.9993E 00 0.1241E-04 -0.9243E-06 0.0000E-38
301 C.2528E-01 0.6934E-01 0.1023E 00 -0.2450E-02 -n.2959E 04 0.1973E-01 -0.117CE-01 0.0000E-3R
996 1032 1006
01 0 .3937E-02 -0 . 1270E 01 -0.7874E 01
02 O.STOBE-24 0.1032E-16 -0.1142E-20
03 0.1241E-21 0.A21TE-14 -0.248 	
-L4.
04 -0.1489E-24 -0.1078E-16 0.2978E-21
05 -0.2197E.-23 -0.1417E-15 0.4394E-20
_	 06_ .:_.6247E-23 C.37SOE-15 -0.1249E-19
101	 0.l000F-C1	 O.OJQOE-38	 0.0000E-38
102	 J.J000E-3P	 0.000CE-38	 O.00JOE-38
201	 C.JUVOE-34	 0.0000E-38	 O.0009E-38
202	 0.600CE-:4 	O.OJ00E-38 -0.1200E 00
301	 j.6000E- ;4 	0.1000E-38	 -0.1230E JC
THIS COMPLETES PRINTOUT OF MATRIX 12002 DOC 1.
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DOC-1.2.3 - DISPLACEMENT, GENERALIZED STIFFNE_55 AND GEN WEIGHT MATRICES
	
COLS	 ••••••u......u ► .rur ►r.. ►rrur ► . ► r.r ►r• ROWS OF THE TRANSPOSED MATRIX • r ►► ...••.r ► rr ►► rr ►►► . ►►►►► r.ra ►►►►►► a ►
al	 02	 03	 04	 05	 46	 101	 _0_
	J1	 _'.3100E-Ct 	-0.6658E-21	 0.9011E-21	 0.1765E-21	 0.1363E-21	 0.3183E -22 	 -0.1524E-01	 -0.5235E-17
32
03
04
-^.6658E-21
0.9011E-21
0.1765E-21
0.7163E-04
0.2143E-11
0.1990E-11
u. 1535E-I1
0.3324E-04
3.9663E-12
0.0000E-38
0.909SE-12
0.2051E-04
-0.2416E-12
0.2913E-12
-0.3553E-12
3.3979E-12
-0.1705E-12
3.1137E-12
0.45CBE
3.1238E
0.5419E
00
00
00
0.7879E	 00
-0.6155E	 00
0.2134E
	 00
05 v.1363E-21 -3.4974E-13 0.4370E-12 -0.3340E-12 0.1571E-04 -0.3197E-13 0.5262E 00 0.5604E
o6i 0.31R3F.-22 -0.4796E-12 -0.994RE-13 0.2274E-12 -0.3819E-13 0.308SE-0S 0.1949E 00 -0.1938E-02
1G1 0.1524E-01 -0.4508E 00 -J.1238F 00 -0.54 19E 00 -O.S262E 00 -0.1949E 00 0.1630E-02 -0.1831E-03
102
201
0.5235t-17
0.2164E-19
-0.7879E Ow
-D.1348E-02
0.6155E	 00
0.6783E-03
-0.2134E	 00
-0.118SE-03
-.5604E 00
0.8541E-04
0.1938E-02
0.2970E-06
-0.6294E-04
-0.6250E 01
0.2213E 04
-0.2536E 02
202 4.4724E-C3 -6.3229E-04 -0.4114E-05 -0.1111E-04 -0.8268E-05 -0.6013E-06 -0.8374E 00 -0.6380E 00
301 0.4724E-03 -0.7893E 00 0.6161E 00 -0.2136E 00 -J.5603E 00 0.193BE-02 -0.7087E 01 0.2187E 04
01 3.2169E-19 3.4724E-03 0.4724E-03
02 --j.1348E-02 -U.3229E-04 0.7865E 00
03 5.6780E-L-3 -6.4114E-05 -0.6L46E 00
04 -0.1185E-03 -0.1111E-04 0.2133E 00
05 0541E-04 -0 8268E-05 0.56)5E 00
06 0.2970E-06 -3.6013E-06 -0.1939E-02
0.6250E 01 0.8374E OC 0.70ATE Ol
102 y.2536E 02 0.6380E 00 0.2239E 04
201 ...4035E-01 0.5432F-03 -0.2532E 02
202 0.5432E-03 0.3278E-04 -0.6371E 00
301 0 2540E 01 0.63A6E 00 0.2213E 04
THIS COMPLETES PRINTOUT OF MATRIX 12003	 DOC	 2.
DOC -]_	 ODL 1.2.l---0llP_LAC-EM ENT, GENERALIZED_ TI FNESS A40 GEN WEIGHT MATRICES
COLS	 •• rrrrrrarr•• ►►►► rr ►► rr.r ►►► rsr ►r• ► r ►►rr• ROWS OF THE TRANSPOSED 14ATRIK • ► ftr ► rssrrr ► r ► r ►rr►►►►►►rrr• ►r►rrprrr
C1	 02	 03	 04	 05	 J6 	 101 _ _ 	 102_
01 v.9610E-v3 0.5077E-25 0.1370E-22 0.9706E-26 0.2364E-25 3.4872E-25 0.4724E-33 0.6858E-21
02
03
0.5077E-25
0.1370E-22
3.5131E-08
0.5031E-16
0.1031E-16
0.1105E.-08
0.2429E-16
0.2429E-16
-0.7698E-17
3.1348E-16
-0.3448E-16
-0.4554E-17
-0.3229E-04
-0.4114E-05
-0.5644E-04
0.2046E-04
04 0.9706E-26 0.2255E-16 0.2255E-16 0.4207E-09 -0. -,97SE-17 0.8023E-17 -0.1111E-04 -0.4378E-05
05 0.2364E-25 -0.4228E-17 0.1019E-16 -0.104LE-16 0.2469E-09 -0.1152E-17 -0.8268E-05 -0.8806E-05
06 0.4872E-2S -0.3S34E-16 -0.4770E-17 0.8240E-17 -0.1152E-17 0.951SE-11 -0.6OL3E-06 0.5979E-08
101 C.4724E-03 -0.3229E-04 -0.4114E-OS -0.1111E-04 -0.826BE-OS -0.6013E-06 0.8374E 00 0.6380E 00
102
201
202
0.6858E-21
0.1204E-23
0.1465E-04
-0.5644E-04
-0.9656E-07
-0.2313E-08
0.2046E-04
0.2254E-07
-0.1368F-09
-0.4378E-05
-0.2431E-06
-0.2280E-09
-0.8806E-OS
0.1342E-08
-v.1299E-09
0.5979E-08
0.9168[-12
-0.1855E-11
3.6380E 00
O.S432E-03
0.3278E-04
0.1643E 01
0.1456E-02
0.2978E-04
301 0.1465E-04 -0.5613E-04 0.2048E-04 -0.4380E-05 -0.880SE -05 0.597BE-08 0.6386E 00 0.164SE	 01
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02
0.1204E-23	 0.146SE-04
-0.9656E-07	 -0.2313E-08
0.1465E-04
-0.5653E-04
03 0.2254E-07	 -0.1368E-09 0.2048E-04
04 -0.243LE-08	 _0.2280E-09 -0.4380E-05
05 0.1342E-08	 -0.1299E-09 -0.8805E-05
06 0.9168E-12	 -0.185SE-11 0.59TBE-OB
101 O.S432E-03	 0.3278E-04 0.6386E 00
102 0.1456E-02	 0.2978E-04 0.1645E 01
201 0.2298E-05	 0.413SE-07 0.1459E-02
202 0.4135E-07	 0.2245E-06 0.3005E-04
301 0.1459E-02	 0.3005E-04 0.1646E 01
THIS COMPLETES PRINTOUT OF MATRIX	 12004	 DOC	 3.
INTERNAL FORCE FOR ELEMENT -X- IRK X 1
ROM LEADING DIGITS CORRESPOND TO ORIOPOINT,FINAL DIGIT
8	 SHEAR ALONG X2	 5	 MOMENT ABOUT X2
7 SHEAR ALONG X3	 9 MOMENT ABOUT X3
COL CORRESPONDS TO MOOE LOAU,OR REACT. DISP. OR ACC. 	 -
ROC 2	 INTERNAL FORCE FOR ELEMENT -X- IRDC X 1
COLS	 ROWS OF THE TRANSPOSED MATRIX •rrtts^trrrtsrrrrsrrrrrtrrrrrrrrrr^^rr•
01 0.6468E-17 -0.1139E-16 -0.8582E-23 -0.1424E-15
02 0.5317E 00 O.S86IE 00 0.4470E-06 0.732TE OL
03 -0.4980E 00 -0.3958E 00 -0.1788E-06 -0.494BE 01
04 0.2421E 00 0.8522E-01 0.5215E-07 0.1065E 01	 _.
05 0.1103E 01 -0.1269E 00 -0.1080E-06 -0.1581E O1
06 -0.1836E-02 -0.1046E-02 .0.1164E-09 -0.1308E-01
101 0.3906E-02 -0.7324E-03 -0.2441E-02 -0.5371E-02
102 0.1328E 04 0.1770E 04 -0.2930E-02 0.2213E 05
201 -0.1522E 02 -0.2029E 02 -0.7868E-05 -0.2536E 03
207 -0.8028E 00 -0.1954E 00 -0.1900E-06 -0.2443E 01
301 0.1312E 04 0 1750E 04 0.2930E-02 0.2187E 05
THIS COMPLETES PRINTOUT OF MATRIX	 10001	 ROC	 2.
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RDC 3	 INTERNAL FORCE FOR ELf,"J --X- IRDC X 1
COLS	 •rrrrrrrrrrrr a urrrrrrrrrrtrr• a urtrrrr ROWS OF THE TRANSPOSED MATRIX ••ttrtrtttttttttttttttttittttttttrNtt•
__ _ O1	 0.33491^-_1L--4.1614E-16 0.1424E-1S	 0.5927E-16
02	 O.S939E 00 -0.5431E 00 -0.7327E 01	 O.S378E 00
03	 -0.6431E 00 0.8280E 00 0.4948E 01	 0.5402E 01
_0	 0.3817E 00 -0.261SE 00 -0.1065E O1	 -0.2204E O1
OS	 0.2111E 01 0.1993E 00 0.1586E 01	 0.9048E 00
06	 0.1282E-02 0.4732E-02 0.1308E-01	 0.4607E-01
0.2441E-02_101 0.6104E-04 0.2441E-02	 0.0000E -34 _-
102	 0.1328E 04 0.1770E 04 -0.2213E.05	 0.442SE 05
	
201	 - ___4 "-522€ 02 0.2971""	 0,2536E 03- 0.11771 03	 --
	
202	 -0.1553E 0 1 	0.1796 E 00	 0.2443E 01	 -0,1965F- 09
	301	 0.1311E 04	 0,1800E 04	 -0.2187E 05	 0,4437E 05
THIS COMPLETES PRINTOUT OF MATRIX 10002 RDC 3.
	
RDC 4	 INTERNAL FORCE FOR ELEMENT -X- IRDC X 1
	
COLS	 ••rrsrrrrsrrsssrssrrrsrrrssrsrrrrrrrrrrrr ROWS OF THE TRANSPOSED MATRIX •rsrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr•rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr•
01 -0.2963E-16 -0.4882E-18 -0.5927E-16 0.5317E-16
02 -0,1313E 01 -0.6S33E 00 -0.5378E 00 -0.7629E 01
03 -0.1473E 01 -0.6733E 00 -0.5402E 01 -0.3014E 01
04 -0.1903E 01 0.4555E 00 0.2204E 01 0.3490E 01
05 0.1228C 00 -0.1172E 00 -0.9048E 00 -0.5604E 00
06
101
-0.6349E 00
-0.3906E-02
-0.1579E-OL
0.244LE-03
-0.4607E-01
0.9766E-03
-O.L512E 00
0.4883E-02
102 0.2360E 04 -0,1770E 04 -0,4425E 05 0.2213E 05
201 0.6279E 01 -0.4709E 01 -0.1177E 03 0.5887E 02
202 0.1864E 01 0.054E 00 0.1985E 00 0.224SE 01
301 0.2368E 04 -0.1775E 04 -0.4437E OS 0.2219E OS
THIS COMPLETES PRINTOUT OF MATRIX 10003	 ROC 4.
RDC	 INTERNAL FORCE FOR EM^NT -X- IRDL X 1	 - -_
COLS	 rtrrsrrrsrrrrrrrrsrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrsrr• ROWS OF THE TRANSPOSED MATRIX ••rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrtrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr•
0	 -0,5603E-17	 -0.4254E-17	 -O.S317E-16	 0.0000E-38	 _-
02	 -0.1176E 01	 0.6103E 00	 0 7629E OL	 0,1192E-06
03	 0.1L49€ O1	 0.2411E OQ	 0.3014E 01	 0.8941E-07
04__ -0 1207E 01	 -0.2792E 00	 -0.3490E 01	 0.0000E-38
OS	 0.6420E-01	 0.4483E-01	 0.5604E 00	 0.0000E-38
06	 0 9088E 00	 0.1210E-01	 O.1S12E 00	 -0 1118E-07
101	 0.0000E-38	 -0,6101#E-04	 0,2441E-03	 0.4883E-03
102	 0 2360E 04	 -0 1770E 04	 -0.2213E OS	 -0.4883E-03
- 201 	_-Q.6279E OL -0,4109E OL -0.5807E 02	 0.0000E-38
202	 0.1114E 01	 -0.1796E 00	 -0.224SE 01	 0,0000E-38
301	 0.2368E 04	 -0.177SE 04	 -0.2219E 05	 0.4883E-03
THIS COMPLETES PRINTOUT OF MATRIX 10004 RDC S.
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